As in all periods of Egyptian history, our knowledge of the life of the people of the Old Kingdom, especially the wealthy official class, is derived chiefly from the decoration and contents of their tombs.
nasty. The first part of the tomb so decorated was the rectangular lintel over the false-door stela, whereon the deceased is shown seated before the funerary repast. Subsequently the chapel walls were decorated with a panorama of the dead man's earthly possessions and of his servants producing everything essential to his welfare, in the belief that these presentments of reality were endowed with the essence of the originals and would supply him with his needs for all time. The stela is usually inscribed with appropriate offering formulae and with the name and titles of the owner of the tomb. Large figures of the deceased and of members of his family occur on salient architectural elements, such as the jambs of the entrance doorway of the chapel, the lateral panels of the stela, and the jambs and reveals of the stela niche.
In The major interest in these reliefs lies in the scene at the top of the broad section of wall between the stelae, wherein two guests at the banquet amuse themselves after the meal with a game of draughts, while an orchestra, probably also composed of guests, provides music for their entertainment. The draughts-players are just commencing a game of senet, a favorite table game of the ancient Egyptians, played with twelve to fourteen pieces on a board of thirty squares. Moves were determined by rolling knucklebones, the primitive equivalent of dice, and the play in general resembled that of our modern game of backgammon. "Play, comrade," says the man on the left. "Here's the play, comrade," replies his opponent, making his initial move.
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The musicians consist of three singers, who accompany their vocal offerings with formal and carefully studied gestures of the hands, and three instrumentalists, who play, respectively, on the bow harp, the vertical flute, and the double clarinet. That a special type of vocalization was devised to accompany the playing of each particular instrument is indicated by the hieroglyphic labels written over the heads of the singers: 'Singing to the harp," "Singing to the flute," and "Singing to the clarinet." Approximately five hundred yards east of the site of the tomb of Pery-neb at Sakkareh lies a
